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1 INTRODUCTION

It is a requirement of SALT that a suitable instrument calibration system be provided for the science
instruments. Such calibrations include:

• flat-fielding the detector
• providing a wavelength calibration

As in the case of the HET, it is expected that such calibrations for the prime focus instrument (i.e.
PFIS) will be achieved by suitable illumination of a screen near a pupil (position TBD) and before the
moving pupil baffle. Calibrations for any fibre-fed instruments may use this system or possibly a
separate fibre-fed calibration system.

1.1 FLAT FIELD FRAMES

Flat field frames are used to correct for pixel sensitivity variations across the CCD, as well as
illumination non-uniformities. These are usually obtained by uniformly illuminating the CCD, either with
an internal screen, an integrating sphere, off a dome screen or off the sky (see next section for
detailed description).

1.2 ARC FRAMES

Short exposures of an emission line source are used to determine the pixel-wavelength relationship in
a spectrum. This is achieved by illuminating the spectrograph entrance aperture (a slit, slitlet or fibre)
with light from a hollow cathode discharge lamp, ideally in the same manner as a celestial object (i.e.
same optical path). These lamps contain elements that are excited by a voltage and emit light in the
form of narrow emission lines at specific well defined wavelengths. Different types of lamps, using
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different cathode materials and filler gases are used, depending on the wavelength coverage required
and spectral resolution. Typical lamps are: Fe-Ar, Cu-Ar, He-Ne, Hg-Cd-Zn (for low to medium
resolution), Th-Ar and Th-Ne (for high resolution). Exposure are typically just few seconds, and are
normally taken immediately before/after object exposures in order to remove any instrumental flexure.

The following images are typical CCD flat field frames needed for a spectroscopic observation,
including all necessary calibrations. Dark frames are excluded in this example.

Figure 1. This series of spectroscopic CCD frames (from Howell 2000) illustrate the
following (from bottom to top): bias frame, flat field frame, object spectrum, flux standard and
Fe-Ne arc frame.

In Fig.1 the dispersion direction (i.e. wavelength) is along the x-axis.

The blotchy pattern in the flat field exposure is typical of fringing due to interference within the CCD
substrate or anti-reflection coating. Bias frames are usually better than the one shown here, with no
discernable structure.  More often than not, one can simply use the overscan regions of the object
frames to correct for the bias.

2 REQUIREMENTS FOR FLAT-FIELDING

The primary aim of a flat field is to remove pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variations within a CCD. In
essence a flat-field is a two-dimensional pixel sensitivity map, including large scale gradients and
vignetting caused by dust particles on filters, CCD windows, etc. The signal to noise ratios (S/N) for
low-contrast CCD images is limited by pixel non-uniformity over most of the dynamic range.  Such
non-uniformities can be intrinsic to the individual light-sensitive pixels (i.e. within the CCD substrate)
or they may occur as a result of other effects, like time-dependent dust accumulation on optical
surfaces close to the CCD (e.g. dewar windows, filters, etc) or the result of interference within the
transparent Si layer of the CCD (i.e. fringing). Such sensitivity variations can therefore vary on a
spatial scale of one to many tens of pixels.

The excellent linear response of CCDs permit the technique of ‘flat fielding’ out these variations using
a simple algorithm which adjusts the sensitivity of each pixel to the same level by dividing the ‘object
pixel’ by the ‘flat field pixel’.  The mathematical formula for this process is given as:

i

i
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Where:
ms is the mean pixel value of a n ¥ n sub-array of the flat field CCD frame
ri is the value of the i th pixel in the raw CCD frame
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fi is the value of the i th pixel in the flat field CCD frame
ci  is the value of the i th pixel in the corrected CCD frame

The size of a typical sub-array used to determine the mean value depends on the spatial scale of low
frequency variations and whether or not these variations are required to be removed. If only pixel-to-
pixel changes are to be removed, then n could be as small as 4 or 5.

The following figure illustrates data generated by a 1024 ¥ 1024 CCD showing how the flattening
process works (Janesick 2001). The top graph is a graph of one line of pixel from the raw image,
which peaks at ~26,000 ADU. The bottom graph is of the calibration flat field image, which has a
higher maximum intensity, at ~61,000 AU. The flattened graph is result of applying the correction
formula above and using a mean flat field pixel value (ms) of ~42,000 ADU.

Figure 2. Principle of flat field corrections. The graphs are intensity ‘cuts’ through a CCD
(i.e. a single CCD row). Intensity is shown increasing downwards on the y-axis. The graphs
show, firstly, the raw (uncorrected) intensity distribution of the row in question, the calibration
intensity distribution (from the flat field) and the corrected distribution, after dividing the
former by the normalized flat field distribution (from Janesick 2001).

The flat-fielding process is conceptually simple, but in practice is often fraught with problems. Within
the CCD, each pixel has a slightly different DQE or gain value when compared to neighbouring pixels.
In order to remove these intrinsic variations – i.e. ‘flatten’ the relative response of each pixel – it is
necessary to obtain a flat field image in which every pixel is evenly illuminated by light with identical
spectral properties to that of the object frames (i.e. to the starlight). Even subtler effects are intra-pixel
sensitivity variations, i.e. within pixels. Flat fields are usually produced by one or other of the following
methods, or sometimes combinations of these:

1. Dome flats

2. Twilight flats

3. Night time sky flats

4. Instrument flats
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The first and last involve illuminated screens or integrating spheres and generally handle the small-
scale variations quite well. However, it is often hard to get good uniform illumination of the focal plane
– as in the actual on-sky observation – particularly with dome flats. Twilight flats are difficult because
of the short window of opportunity in which to take the requisite number of frames. They also have
potential gradients. For the third option, multiple deep exposures are taken, which are then shifted
and added, filtered, etc, and combined into a so-called ‘super-flat’. However, these are time
consuming and no always feasible or efficient.

The sensitivity variations of a CCD frame are a result of both internal effects (e.g. pixel gain or DQE
variations) and external illumination effects (e.g. dust on cover window) and can be dependent upon
wavelength.  For this reason it is usual to take flat field exposures through different filters in order to
correct image frames taken through the same filters. At some level the spectral distribution through
the filter band pass also has some effect. For example, a blue star taken through a broadband red
filter will have a different effective wavelength than a red star observed through a red filter (there will
be more photons detected at shorter wavelengths with a blue star and vice versa).

Such wavelength dependencies are even more pronounced when attempting to correct spectroscopic
CCD frames (i.e. not taken through filters). The flat field will in general have a very different spectral
distribution compared to the object. Furthermore, the manner in which a flat field is obtained greatly
affects the spectral properties. A dome flat is usually much redder (intrinsically) than a twilight or sky
flat. When observing objects it is important to try to match the colour with the flat fields. Colour terms
in the flat fielding process can be important, particularly for precision photometry.
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Figure 3. This image is a flat field showing sensitivity variations (dark and light areas) at
low spatial frequency (~10s to 100s of pixels) as well as out of focus dust specks (donuts) on
the dewar window.

2.1 DOME FLATS

The CCD detector is exposed, through the instrument and telescope optics, to an illuminated screen
on the dome (or just the inside of the dome).  Screens are usually coated with a special paint that
gives uniform illumination and good reflectance in the blue. Lamps, either mounted on the end of the
telescope tube, or on the dome/building, shine light onto this screen. Such lamps are typically hot
filament quartz tungsten halogens, with colour temperatures as high as possible so as to maximize
the intensity in the blue/UV. However, such lamps are still typically much redder than celestial objects,
which means there is always a difficulty in getting enough blue light in the flat field without saturating
the CCD with red light. For this reason filters are sometimes employed in flat fields, either internally, in
the instrument, or in front of the lamps.
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2.2 TWILIGHT FLATS

These are taken of the dusk or dawn sky when the sky is sufficiently bright to afford short exposures
(~ few seconds) giving sufficiently high S/N data (i.e. well filled CCD “wells”, but not saturated).
Twilight flats are both position and time critical. The former is to avoid any gradients across the field of
the CCD, which can amount to 1% per degree (an issue for larger FoV). The best position to take
twilight flats is near the zenith, or ~110° in elevation from the solar horizon, where the gradient is
close to zero. The timing is important to ensure that stars are not detected on the flat field frame and
that the uniformly illuminated sky dominates. Spectrally, twilight flats are a modified Solar spectrum,
enhanced in the blue due to Rayleigh scattering.

The problem for large telescopes, like SALT, is that the CCDs are saturated very quickly in twilight
exposures. Going to too short exposures introduces systematic shutter effects, while waiting for the
sky to dim will result in the detection of stars, which then need to be removed from the flat field
frames.

2.3 NIGHT SKY FLATS

These flat fields are similar to twilight flats and are obtained by taking much longer exposures of
uncrowded regions of the sky, where there is a dearth of objects (e.g. dark molecular clouds). Many
exposures with spatial off-sets are required which are then median-filtered to remove any stars
present on the frames. To obtain sufficient S/N it is necessary to expose for considerably longer than
for dome or twilight flats, and this is usually too prohibitive in precious observing time. Exposures
during bright Moon are shorter and also afford a bluer spectral response than dark sky. Flats taken of
sky can also, in principle, correct for fringing effects produced by narrow night sky emission lines at
longer wavelengths (see Section 3).

2.4 INSTRUMENT FLATS

These are very similar to dome flats, but rather than having a screen on the dome, the screen or
similar diffuser (e.g. an integrating sphere) is internal to the instrument. Some optics are often
associated with such internal calibrations systems to ensure, as much as possible, that the light from
the calibration system follows a similar path, or has similar characteristics (e.g. focal ratio) to the light
from the sky/star.

2.5  BASIC REQUIREMENTS

Flat field frames need to be of a high S/N ratio in order to be useful in correcting both for intrinsic
pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variations within a CCD as well as the non-uniformities in the illumination of
the CCD (i.e. from instrumental and optical effects). Suitable flat-field frames are usually obtained
from co-adding many (typically 10-20) frames to produce a master frame. For dome flats, this is
usually straightforward, since exposures are typically only a few seconds. Twilight, and in particular,
night sky flats are more problematic because of the changing sky brightness in the case of the former,
and the long exposure times needed in the case of the latter.

Flat field frames are needed for all the different filters, wavelength/grating positions and instrumental
set up positions as used for the object frames. Ideally the flat-fields should illuminate the CCD in
exactly the same manner as in the case for the object exposures. This is to ensure that the light rays
follow the same geometrical paths to the detector. This is particularly important when correcting for
fringing (see next section), where the angular illumination of the CCD has a marked effect.
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3 FRINGING

Fringing patterns in CCD frames are caused by multiple reflections internal to the CCD. They are
produced by interference in the semi-transparent layer of silicon and is most pronounced in either
narrowband images (filters with FWHM ≤ 10nm) or sources with significant component of
monochromatic light (e.g. emission line objects). Furthermore, the effect is more noticeable in thinned,
back-side illuminated, CCDs and is a significant source of systematic noise for such devices at longer
wavelengths (_ > 700 or 800 nm).

Figure 4. An image of the sky showing the effects of fringing. This is usually apparent at
longer wavelengths and in the case of imaging is a result of night sky emission lines (e.g. from
the plethora of OH emission lines in the red).

Interference fringing is obvious in Fig. 4. This effect occurs due to multiple reflections internal to the
CCD substrate or between the supporting substrate and the silicon. It is usually most visible in the I
band, due to the abundant night sky emission lines (i.e. airglow) in this wavelength range. If the
fringing is very bad, it can even cause larger scale gradients in the image (on the order of half the
CCD diameter), i.e., after the basic bias and flat field correction, there is residual large scale structure
in the image. This can only be corrected by using fringe flats. Removing fringes from CCD images is a
difficult problem, since the fringing is both wavelength and position dependent. Sky fringes have the
added difficulty of being time dependent, because of time varying airglow emission. Continuum
sources (like most astronomical spectra) are little affected, fortunately. However, twilight flat fields,
taken in bands where there are many night sky emission lines, have limited utility because of their
fringing patterns.
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3.1 IMAGING

Imaging with a CCD is usually split into two sub-classes, namely broad band (FWHM ~ 100nm) and
narrow band (FWHM ~ 10nm). In the case of SALT first-light instruments, broad band imaging will be
confined to SALTICAM, while narrow band images will be obtained with PFIS and possibly
SALTICAM.

In narrow band imaging, the fringes are stronger and sharper compared to broad band. Because of
the nature of narrow band filters (i.e. interference devices), both the band pass limits and effective
central wavelength may not be uniform across the field of view due to instrumental effects (e.g.
depending on the exact angular dependency of the filter illumination with field angle). The “narrow
band” case can also arise in broad band imaging, when an emission line from a celestial source falls
inside the broad band filter’s pass band. This can be intrinsic to the astronomical target (e.g. a nebula
comprising mostly of emission lines) or the sky itself (e.g. OH emission lines).

The usual manner in which fringes are dealt with is to obtain flat field frames, either twilight flats, night
sky flats or dome flats.  Removing fringes, particularly in the spectra of faint objects, can be very
difficult.  Because the sky emission can completely overwhelm the spectrum of the object of interest
(see Fig. 5), removing the sky emission features, and the fringes associated with them, is crucial in
obtaining an uncontaminated object spectrum.

Figure 5.     Long-slit spectra of a faint QSO with night sky emission lines dominating the
spectrum (from Glazebrook & Bland-Hawthorn 2001).

3.2 PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH AIRGLOW VARIABILITY

Problems associated with the removal of sky emission lines and the fringes they produce arise from
the temporal nature of airglow. Emission line intensity can vary significantly (10-15% peak to peak)
and over relatively short periods of time (< 30 sec). The following graph (Fig. 6) is a model for
variations in OH airglow strength based on empirical airglow data, convolved with realistic
atmospheric structure variability.

Such variability has lead to the development of a “nod and shuffle” technique in spectroscopy
(Glazebrook and Bland-Hawthorn 2000) where the same physical part of the spectrograph slit, and
the same CCD rows, are used to obtain spectra of both the object and background (i.e. sky). Rather
than relying on spatial interpolations to obtain sky spectra at the same place on the slit as used for the
object, the telescope is physically moved by a few 10’s of arcseconds (“nodded”) so that the sky is
instead recorded at that same position. At the same time the charge on the CCD is shuffled so that
the same rows of the CCD are used to record the sky spectra. This means that systematic
uncertainties associated with slit imperfections and CCD non-uniformity of response are virtually
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eliminated. In addition, if the telescope is nodded at a sufficiently fast rate (say faster than ~30 sec),
then the temporal sky variations can also be eliminated. This can result in unprecedented accuracy in
sky subtraction (0.04% accuracy).

Figure 6. Typical OH airglow variations (from Glazebrook & Bland-Hawthorn 2001).

3.3 SPECTROSCOPY

In principle, flat fielding can be used to correct spectra for fringing. However, much astronomical
spectroscopy involves changing grating angles to observe objects with different spatial distributions
(for MOS) in different wavelength regions. For each different instrument set up (e.g. grating angle tilt,
MOS mask) a unique flat field is thus required. Even if the set-up is fixed, flexure and temperature
changes often leads to small shifts of the spectrum on the CCD and therefore significant changes in
the fringe pattern.

In addition, spectroscopic data can exhibit some severe problems. Light sources for flat field lamps
are not ‘flat’ in their spectral output (i.e. they are not ‘grey’ emitters), neither are does their light follow
the exact same path as celestial objects. Scattered sky light has specific wavelength dependent
spectral signatures, i.e. metal lines from the scattered Solar spectrum and night-sky emission lines
from the Earth’s atmosphere (e.g. O, O2 and OH lines).

Even in the case of simple single-object spectroscopy, fringing can be a difficulty. Because the
sensitivity variations caused by fringing affects pixels differently in the spatial direction (i.e.
perpendicular to the dispersion), it is not simply a matter of subtracting out the fringing effect by
removing a background spectrum interpolated from sky spectra either side of the object spectrum.
This may well remove most of the sky emission lines, but not the fringes themselves, which are simply
interference patterns produced from the sky (or object) emission lines. The situation is worst when the
length scale of the fringes, in the dispersion directions, is similar to that of the spectral features
themselves.  When fringing is a problem, it hurts in two ways: it results in spurious effects in the object
spectra and, since it varies from pixel to pixel, even at the same wavelength, simple sky subtraction
can even make it worse.

In long slit spectroscopy, the pixels in the spatial direction receive light of (nearly) constant
wavelength. Even for multiple object spectroscopy (MOS), the wavelength along and individual slitlet
is essentially constant. This is different for true 2D spectroscopy, as produced by an échelle
spectrograph, where a cross disperser spreads the orders in a direction nearly perpendicular to the
échelle dispersion. Here every pixel on the CCD is receiving light of a different wavelength. The
fringing pattern is then a complicated convolution of each monochromatic fringing pattern with the
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wavelength distribution across the CCD. It is not the same as the pattern seen in a single
monochromatic flat field. Furthermore, the effect on a given pixel may change drastically with only a
slight wavelength shifts on the CCD, making correction extremely difficult.

Figure 7. Fringing on an EEV CCD at the AAT. The image shows a sample of a
spectroscopic flat-field. The left edge is ~850 nm, and the right  ~1010 nm, and dispersion is
0.17 nm/pixel. The intensity scale is arranged so features have 60% peak-peak amplitude.

3.4 DETECTOR DEPENDENT FRINGING

Fringing is always worse for a thinned CCD, while thinning is essential for increasing DQE, particularly
at shorter wavelengths. Also, thinned devices are not so good in the red, since the red photons can
pass straight through the CCD, without creating an electron-hole pair.  Recent advances in CCD
technology have given rise to the so-called “deep depletion” CCDs, which are back-illuminated, but
have an intermediate thickness (~40_m) of high resistivity silicon. The increased thickness makes the
device opaque to red photons, while the high-_ silicon allows for higher electric fields in the region
where photons are absorbed, and this is essential for good DQE at short wavelengths.  The increased
thickness of deep-depletion CCDs (like the MIT-Lincoln Labs CCID-20 devices) make them better as
far as fringing is concerned.

 

Figure 8. These plots demonstrate fringing on a thinned EEV CCD at the AAO and show a
10-pixel wide ‘cut’ down the centre of the CCD, very roughly normalised as a function of
wavelength using a spline fit. The results indicate spectroscopic fringing at a level of <0.5% p-
p at 600nm, 0.5% p-p at 650nm, 4% p-p at 700nm,  22% at 800nm , 58% p-p at 900nm and 60%
at 1000nm.

Recent advances in reducing CCD fringing have also been made at EEV, where they have developed
a patented manufacturing technique that suppresses fringing considerably. This is achieved by
modifying the pixel thickness on the front-side of the chip, making one half of a pixel __ thinner than
the other half. This leads to the cancellation of internally reflected light within a pixel and so eliminates
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interference with other pixels. Current trials are very encouraging and show greatly diminished fringes.
Full production of these “anti-fringing” devices was advertised to begin in 2000 (Jorden, Pool &
Holtom 2000).

The use of ‘deep depletion’ silicon, which involves a thicker Si layer, also avoids fringing, as is
demonstrated in the following diagrams. This is the approach regarding SALT’s CCD detectors. The
electric field structure in a CCD defines to a large degree its Quantum Efficiency (QE). Consider first a
thick front-side illuminated CCD, which has a poor QE.
Figure 9: Normal ‘front illuminated’ thick CCD chip:

The electric field structure in a CCD defines to a large degree its Quantum Efficiency (QE). Consider
first a thick front-side illuminated CCD, which has a poor QE:

Figure 10: The principle of thinned back-side illuminated CCDs:
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Photo-electrons created anywhere throughout the depth of the device will now be detected. Thinning
is normally essential with backside illuminated CCDs if good blue response is required. Most blue
photo-electrons are created within a few nanometers of the surface and if this region is field free, they
will not be detected and there will be no blue response.

The ideal situation is to have all the benefits of a thinned CCD plus an improved red response. The
solution is to use a CCD with an intermediate thickness of about 40mm constructed from Hi-Resistivity
silicon. The increased thickness makes the device opaque to red photons. The use of Hi-Resistivity
silicon means that there are no field free regions, despite the greater thickness, thus ensuring
detection of blue photons near the surface and absorption of red photons over the extra thickness.

Figure 11: The principle of deep-depletion CCDs
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There is now a high electric field throughout the full depth of the CCD. CCDs manufactured in this way
are known as Deep Depletion CCDs. The name implies that the region of high electric field, also
known as the ‘depletion zone’ extends deeply into the device. Because deep depletion devices are
thicker than normal thinned CCDs (i.e. ~40mm), they are less prone to fringing.

3.5 FINAL REMARKS ON FRINGING

Fringing clearly affects the fidelity of CCD images, particularly in the red, and introduces spectral
features, which are not always trivial to remove. The problem becomes significant for fainter objects,
or when the highest S/N demands are being made. The latter is a relatively recent observational
requirement (i.e. S/N ratios per pixel of many hundreds), but one of increasing importance and
demand (particularly for high dispersion spectroscopy). Even for the worst fringing cases, the effect is
fairly benign at shorter wavelength (<0.5% variation below ~650 nm). For ‘normal’ medium/low
dispersion spectroscopy at low S/N (< 10), fringing is not even an issue, since other noise sources
dominate.

It is interesting to note that the drive to higher DQE devices has resulted in thinned CCDs with
considerably worse fringing. It is thus possible these days to have a thinned CCD with a wopping 90%
DQE, but 20% fringing. In comparison a normal thick CCD would have perhaps 45% DQE but only
2% fringing. Is the former always a superior device ? Provided that the fringe pattern at high S/N can
be obtained, then the first device is better. But if this process is wasteful in telescope observing time,
costing as much as the main observation, then the second device is just as good! Where the fringing
pattern is unobtainable, or determinable only to a limited accuracy, then the lower sensitivity CCD is
actually superior for many astronomical applications.  For example, an un-thinned Thomson CCD is
often used at the AAT in place of the thinned Tek 1024 for spectroscopy beyond 900 nm.

For SALT it is likely that the fringing issue will be more important for MOS work with PFIS, particularly
when pushing to the faint limit in the red. For single point source spectroscopy (with PFIS and
UCHRS), bright ‘smooth spectrum standards’ (i.e. star with fairly featureless spectra) maybe used to
remove fringing. The success of this will be somewhat dependent on the extent of airglow variability
and how well matched the pupil variations are (i.e. the manner in which the pupil changes during the
observation).  If low fringing CCDs are used (e.g. deep depletion or anti-fringing chips), then fringing
may be unimportant in the all but the longest wavelengths and highest S/N demands.

4 CALIBRATIONS FOR SALT
The calibration of SALT observations will form an important aspect of SALT operations and will be
crucial in order to have science data of the highest quality. Both the SALT design, with its moving
pupil, plus the queue-scheduled observing operation complicates calibrations. The former requires a
moving baffle in order to duplicate the same amount of time varying pupil filling in the calibration
observation as occurred in the on-sky observation. Different observing programs conducted in a night
using at least different instrument configurations, and potentially even different instruments, leads to
potentially many calibration observations having to be obtained. Particular operational modes
increase the importance of standardized, automated calibrations, which can be carried out in the
course of a night, or even in the twilight or daylight hours immediately following the observations.

Because observations are carried out in a queued mode by the SALT Astronomer, there are
potentially many sets of calibration observations required in a night. Any individual PI may need to
share subsets of these calibrations observations, and even calibrations taken on other occasions.
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5 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE SALT CALIBRATION UNIT

SALT will provide a Calibration Unit as part of the Prime Focus Payload (PFP). It is intended that this
unit will provide for some of the calibrations necessary to reduce observations with the SALT
instrument complement. In particular it should provide for:

i.) Instrumental flat-field calibrations using quartz-halogen lamps
ii.) Wavelength calibrations using hollow cathode discharge lamps

The Moving Baffle system, another component of the PFP, is crucial in making calibration
observations, since it mimics the time varying entrance pupil to the instruments experienced during an
observation. This is necessary for the highest precision flat-fielding corrections (pixels illuminated in
the same manner) and for accurate wavelength calibration (line centroiding).

The Calibration Unit is required to work over a range of spatial and spectral scales, namely:

1. Provide flat-field illumination of the instruments over their entire FoV, which is at least 8
arcmin in diameter (although SALTICAM’s FOV is strictly speaking 10’ x 10’), and covering
the spectral range below.

2. Provide wavelength calibrations over the interval at least from ~300nm (PFIS is expected
to have some, albeit greatly diminished, sensitivity down to ~300nm, which is of interest
primarily for comet observations) to ~900nm for a variety of potential resolution (R~100 to
100,000).

The calibration sources should illuminate the telescope focal plane in the same manner as the
astronomical object(s), and with sufficient flux to obtain a high signal/noise ratio (SNR) calibration
frame in a short timescale for observing efficiency. For low-medium resolution spectroscopy (R <
8000) arc lamp exposures of <20 sec should provide emission line spectra with line fluxes >1% of the
maximum line flux and with S/N >10. For higher resolutions (R > 30,000), mean emission line
separations should be 0.2nm, typical of Th-Ar arcs, and provide a S/N > 10 for exposures <20 sec.
For flat-fields, a typical goal will be obtaining a SNR > 200 in <2 sec over most of the wavelength
range and <30 sec at 320nm. As stated earlier, the purpose of flat fielding is two-fold:

5.1 HIGH SPATIAL FREQUENCY CORRECTIONS

Relative gains of individual pixels may be obtained by illuminating the detector with a source with a
slowly varying spatial function. An illuminated flat-field screen near a pupil position is sufficient for this.

5.2 LOW SPATIAL FREQUENCY CORRECTIONS

Relating the flux in a source measured at one spatial position on an array detector to that from a
source at another position requires that the illumination have the same spatial vignetting function as
the telescope, to the required photometric accuracy. The ideal calibration source is a perfectly flat,
uniform source in the sky. The sky itself is useful for this purpose in some observing modes (e.g.
imaging), but the abundance of airglow spectral features (see Fig. 5) make it unsuitable for flat-fielding
spectroscopic observations.

The Calibration Unit should contain continuum sources (details in later section) which should provide
sufficient flux across the range ~300nm – 900nm (with possible extension to 2.5mm for any future IR
instrumentation). The manner in which the focal plane is illuminated should be as close to the actual
on-sky observation as possible.
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5.3 ARC LAMP WAVELENGTH CALIBRATIONS

Several different lamps will be employed to give a sufficient number and density of unblended spectral
lines over the entire wavelength range and for varying resolutions. For the fibre-fed HRS, the
throughput of the Th-Ar/Th-Ne arc calibrations must be sufficiently high for efficient measurement of
the faintest spectral lines.

6 POSITION OF THE CALIBRATION SCREEN

There appears to be just two suitable positions in the Prime Focus Payload for a calibration screen:

1. Near the exit pupil position
The advantage of the first position is that it is at, or close to, a pupil, which helps with both uniform
illuminating of the focal plane and avoiding having any structures on the screen being reproduced,
or focussed, onto the detector.  The disadvantages with this position are:

a.) Internal vignetting of the SAC, which affects the on-sky observations, are not reproduced in
the calibrations.

b.) There is little available space at this position, particularly in the axial direction. This
precludes using an integrating sphere, or similar concentrator. Even a flat screen is difficult,
since there is insufficient room to include illuminating optics or lamps.

One possibility is to use a thin backlight screen – a diffuser fed by an fibre light guide. These are
commercially available and <25mm thick (perhaps as little as 10mm), which might be
accommodated before the moving baffle. A problem with such a screen is that, because they are
fed light by fibres, it might be difficult to have sufficient blue photon. Another problem is that the
efficiency of illuminating the focal plane is very low. The focal plane only subtends a small solid
angle at the screen, so for a Lambertian diffusing screen, most photons would not reach the focal
plane, and hence the detector.

As has been pointed out by G. Hill (Private Communication), one has to be careful about
employing screen near the final pupil position. Any screen should mimic the ray bundles and
central SAC obscuration, otherwise it will not work, unless the spectrograph is extremely well
baffled and carefully treats the rays at all surfaces to eliminate those that should not be there. This
is very difficult, if not impossible.

2. Near the hole in M3
The same degree of vignetting by the telescope’s optics and roving pupil ideally needs to be
reproduced in order to achieve the highest possible flat-fielding accuracy. This implies that the
best position for any calibration screen is before the SALT SAC optics, where the vignetting
originates. In terms of the PFP, this implies a position in front, or in, the SAC.  The latter is
undesirable because of dust intrusion, etc. A diffusing screen in, or close to, the hole in M3, i.e.
near the caustic of the primary mirror (the ray bundle ‘waist’), has recently been suggested by
Phillip MacQueen (see later section). This would also possibly be a suitable place for an
integrating sphere/concentrator, of the type used in the Gemini & SOAR calibration units (see
below).

However, Gary Hill comments that it is then important to prevent light passing through the holes in
M2/M3, i.e. avoid light bypassing the mirrors.

Another advantage of this position is that it is far more efficient. The screen, of concentrator,
essentially illuminates M2, and those rays that have the same incidence angles as originating from
the sky, will pass through to the focal plane. A screen will be a Lambertian scatterer, and the solid
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angle subtended by M2 (~0.3) is substantially larger than for the situation mentioned in 1.) above.
A potential problem with such a screen is that it is close to best focus for M1, therefore any
structure on the screen (e.g. dust spots, defects, etc) will end up close to focus on the CCD. This
can be alleviated if the screen is moved rapidly, causing such structures to be smoothed out at the
detector.  The advantage of a concentrator system like used by Gemini and SOAR is that the light
is concentrated into a beam of similar characteristics (i.e. f/ratio, size) as light from the sky. This
makes for an efficient calibration system.

Figure 12: Schematic of SALT SAC with potential positions of calibration system

7 POTENTIAL DESIGNS FOR CALIBRATION SYSTEMS

For the reasons argue above, it may be preferable to have the calibration screen below the hole in
M3. If this is chosen, then possible designs include:

7.1 A MOVING SCREEN

This would be a translucent opal or ground glass screen, illuminated by lamps, either directly
through a lens, or via a fibre light guide. The latter has the advantage that the arc and flat field can
be situated at some convenient place in the payload, rather than near the site of the calibration
screen. The screen would either be rotated continuously, or backwards and forwards, in order to
remove any structure.

Position of exit pupil
calibration screen

Focal plane: subtends
0.025 sr at exit pupil

Hole in M3:
position for a screen
or concentrator

M2: subtends 0.34sr
at hole in M3
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Figure 13:  Schematic of a possible diffusing screen system near hole in M3. The diffusing
screen would likely have to rotate or jiggle rapidly to remove the effects of focussing.

7.2 AN INTEGRATING CONCENTRATOR

The design for this is discussed in Ramsay-Howat et al. (1997) and Ingerson (2000) and involves
a modified integrating sphere. This system projects a converging beam from a lamp to a small
convex mirror on the inside of the spherical reflecting surface of the concentrator. This mirror
directs light onto a diffusing screen at the centre of curvature of the concentrator. The area around
the diffuser is of low reflectivity to reduce scattered light. Light from the diffusing screen produces
a uniformly illuminated beam at the exit hole of the concentrator, which acts as a field stop. The
f/ratio of the exit beam is governed by the distance of the exit hole from the diffuser screen, and
the size of the hole. The interior of the concentrator is a highly polished spherical surface, which
returns any light failing to exit on the first pass back to the diffuser, and so on. This makes for a
very efficient system, much more so than a normal integrating sphere. It should produce a very
uniform beam efficiently filling the SAC in a similar manner to way in which the sky would.

The following diagram is based on the Gemini/SOAR design, which could conceivably be adapted
for use on SALT. Instead of the lamps being directly coupled to the concentrator, however, it
would be a distinct advantage to feed in the light via a fibre optic light guide, provided sufficient
transmission in the blue could be achieved. An alternative to having the concentrator articulate
into the SAC entrance hole might be to have an insertable 45° mirror feed the light from the
concentrator to the SAC. Either way, it will be necessary to externally mount this system onto the
SAC or part of the non-moving payload at that position.

In addition, because of the desire to simulate the central SAC obstruction, or prevent rays passing
directly through the SAC without encountering M2 or M3, it might also be advantageous to paint a
circular black spot on the inside of the field lens.
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Figure 14: Calibration concentrator system used on Gemini. A SALT version could feed the
SAC, and might need to have a circular blacked-out region on the inside of the field lens to
avoid light shining directly through the hole in M2.

7.3 A BACKLIGHT NEAR THE HOLE IN M3
This would be the aforementioned fibre light guide coupled to a backlight screen.  These screens
work by weaving fibres into a cloth layer. Microbending of the fibres, caused by the fabric weave,
leads to light loss through the fibre cladding, with uniform light loss along the fibres. The woven
fibre optics ‘panels’ are constructed of several layers, assembled using clear laminates. Multiple
layers allow more efficient use of light sources, enhancing brightness and uniformity, which is
enhanced further using a diffuser.  A reflective layer is attached to one side of the panel to
enhance emission and brightness from the other side.
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Figure 15: Fibres woven inside a backlight

Because backlights are quite thin (<25mm), they could be employed at the exit pupil provided the
dimensions were large enough. Likewise it might also be advantageous to consider using one
close to the M3 hole position. Issues which need addressing include:

1. how large the screens can be made ?
2. length of the fibre light guide
3. attenuation/throughput of the fibres

Figure 16:  A Backlight with fibre light guide
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8 APPENDIX

Details are presented of various aspects of the calibration systems.

8.1 CALIBRATION SCREENS

These are likely to be translucent opal or ground glass screens, used as partially transmitting
diffusers. Alternatives are reflecting diffusing screens (like in the concentrator) as used in the HET.
These screens were produced by coating black anodised aluminium with Labsphere Duraflect-II
(www.labsphere.com). Black parts of the system, which should absorb light as best as possible, can
be produced using a velvet-like substance of carbon fibres called “Vel-Black”, available from Chris
Seaman at ESLI (www.esli.com).

8.2 FLAT-FIELD CALIBRATION LAMPS

Like HET, we will probably use QTH (Quartz Tungsten Halogen) incandescent lamps like the General
Electric 787 (6.0V, 1.67A), although according to the HET, Gilway Technical Lamp make an
equivalent but better bulb and also provide bulb sockets. Gilway’s lamps are unique in that the quartz
does not have any additives which inhibit the UV light. For QTH power supplies probably the best
available is the HP E3634A or E3633A. These have extremely constant current mode, are fully
programmable, and remotely controllable via either RS232 or HP-IB (IEEE-488). They can also be
rack mounted side by side in a 5 _” rack space. HET bought their’s with an educational discount at
~$950 each (2001 prices). If SALT decides on these using RS232 control, then HET can offer tips on
some of the subtleties of their operation.

A set of controllable (i.e. insertable) colour balance filters may be required (e.g. BG24a + UG5) in
order to boost the amount of blue photons detected in a flat field. In addition some neutral density
filters will also be required. Continuum intensity delivered by the flat field lamps should not vary by
more than a factor of 5 over a range 400-900nm. The best arrangement will probably be a filter wheel
immediately in front of the QTH lamp.

8.3 ARC LAMPS

Various arc lamps are likely to be required and like the current lamps in use at SAAO will probably be
sourced from Cathodeon in the UK. We will probably require the following:

a.) Fe-Ar or Cu-Ar lamp good primarily in the blue at low/medium R

b.) Ne good primarily in the red at low/medium R

c.) HgCdZn provides lines over wide range and suitable for low R

d.) Th-Ar good for high R

e.) Th-Ne good for high R

f.) Xe or Deuterium lamp for very high R.

As for the flat field lamps, some filters will be required for some of the lamps in order to select lines
from the relevant spectral orders.

These lamps will be often be required to do wavelength calibrations before and after on-sky
observations, probably without using the moving baffle to simulate a track. On other occasions arcs
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may be obtained during twilight/daytime, in which case the moving baffle will be used in conjunction.
Because of heat considerations, the lamps and any power supplies mounted with, or near, them,
should be housed in an insulated box with glycol plumbing installed.

Typical prices (2001 courtesy of HET) of hollow cathode lamps range from $178 to $202 (HgCdZn).

8.4 CALCULATIONS OF FLAT-FIELD CORRECTIONS

The following is a derivation of the correction procedures for flat fielding and were obtained from the
Gemini OCDD for the calibration unit.

The calibration correction factor, which may have to be applied to the flat-field for correcting imaging
observations for the most accurate photometry, can be derived as follows:

Star(i, j) = G(i, j) ¥ Tel(i, j) ¥ Inst(i, j) ¥ Fluxstar(l)

Where G(i, j) is the gain of that pixel, Tel(i, j) is a function describing the telescope vignetting at a
given pixel and Inst(i, j) is the equivalent instrument vignetting function.

For SALT, Tel(i, j) is a function of both the tracker position (a variable in field angle and time) plus the
SAC vignetting (a variable only of field angle). In addition, the SALT instruments (e.g. SALTICAM and
PFIS) will have their own potential vignetting functions given by Inst(i,, j).

The process of flat-fielding is two-fold:

a.) determining and correcting the individual pixel gains
b.) correcting the vignetting suffered by pixel (i, j).

Both steps are required if a star at pixel (i, j) is to be used to flux calibrate a star located at pixel (m,
n).

The flat field measured from the calibration unit has the following form:

Cal_Flat(i, j) = G(i, j) ¥ Cal(i, j) ¥ Inst(i, j) ¥ BB(l)

The vignetting functions are Cal(i, j) and Inst(i, j), and are slowly varying spatially, while BB(l) is either
a constant (for imaging) or slowly varying (for spectroscopy). G(i, j) is determined by fitting a low-order
surface to the flat field frame, and dividing by it, leaving only the high frequency variations due to
varying pixel gains. This fit is a measure of the vignetting of the calibration unit plus instrument only.
To properly correct for an astronomical image, the telescope plus instrument vignetting is required. If
the calibration unit vignetting exactly matched that of the telescope, to the accuracy required of the
photometry, then the factor due to the their difference would be negligible. However, in general this is
not the case and the correction to make the calibration flat mimic the sky flat is also in the form of a
vignetting correction.

An image of a uniform sky, or a sky flat, gives a matrix of pixels given as:

Sky_Flat(i, j) = G(i, j) ¥ Sky(i, j) ¥ Tel(i, j) ¥ Inst(i, j)
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where G(i, j) has been determined above, Sky(i, j) is assumed to be flat and Tel(i, j) ¥ Inst(i, j) is the
vignetting function required.

Therefore an image of the sky can be used to flatten the low order variations of the field. A
comparison between Sky_Flat and Cal_Flat will yield the correction required to be made to Cal_Flat in
order to make it identical to Sky_Flat on large scales:
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The frequency with which this vignetting correction will have to be determined depends on the
accuracy of the photometry desired, which is probably compromised by more important effects in
SALT (pupil variation, mirror reflectivity changes, etc). This frequency will be determined from
experience during commissioning and early operations of the first-light instruments.

When dividing the star by the calibration flat, the result is:
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assuming the sky is flat. For imaging observations BB(l) is a constant which depends on the filter
bandpass and throughput of the calibration unit and instrument.

8.5 EFFICIENCIES, ETENDUE, ETC.
When designing a calibration system it is important to consider the likely efficiencies of the system.
After all, it would not be desirable to build a calibration unit which, although perfectly mimicking the
manner in which the ray bundles illuminate the focal plane/detector, then takes an inordinate amount
of time to do the calibration observations. Designing with a view to efficiency will ensure that such
calibrations take as short a time as possible.

The calibration unit has to provide a means of diffusing the outputs of lamps to fill the comparatively
large fields of the SALT instruments and to provide a uniform illumination of the field and with a
minimum loss of light.

The étendue of an optical system is defined as the ability of an optical system to accept light. It is the
product of the area of an emitting (or absorbing) object and the solid angle into which it emits (or
accepts). It can be mathematically expressed in the following terms:
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Where dW is the solid angle of a small cone surrounding a ray pointing in a direction q, j. The integral
then becomes:
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Étendue is a constant of the system and is determined by the least optimised component. Geometric
étendue may be viewed as the maximum beam size that the instrument can accept. For a telescope
collecting light and distributing it over a certain field of view, the étendue can be calculated as follows:
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where dS is the physical area of the field of view of radius r (in mm) at the focal plane, D is the
diameter of the telescope, F the focal length, and  f the effective  f/ratio (=F/d) of the telescope.

For the Gemini telescope, the étendue of various calibration lamps has been estimated in the OCDD
for the CalUnit, which will have similar applicability for SALT. In the following table we list these values
(uncertain by a factor of 2-3), plus the étendue of the telescopes themselves. These are based on
physical science field of view (FoV) diameters of 260 mm for Gemini (7’ FoV) and 107.5mm for SALT
(8’ FoV), and f/16 and f/4.2 beams respectively.

Table 1: Comparisons of étendue of calibration sources with that of the science field of view
for SALT.

Telescope/lamp Étendue (mm2 sr) AWFoV / AWlamp

Gemini 162.9 N.A.
SALT 404.1 N.A.
Hollow cathode arc (e.g. Th-Ar) 2 202
Low pressure arc (e.g. Ar, Kr) 94 4.3
Quartz Tungsten Halogen 3.3 122

Aside from reflection losses in the calibration unit, the major loss is the reduction of the spectral
radiance per unit solid angle by the factor A_lamp/ A_FoV, i.e. the reciprocal of the parameter in the last
column of Table 1. This is the unavoidable consequence of the diffusion process. The efficiency
factors are some ~2.5 times worse for SALT in comparison to Gemini, thus we need to ensure that
the illumination system is maximally efficient, which is both a function of the geometry and lamp
power. Notwithstanding these comments, in most cases the times to observe calibration frames
should fall within the limits set by the previously mentioned functional requirements (i.e. for exposure
times, S/N ratio, etc).

8.6 CONSEQUENCES OF THE VARYING PUPIL ON IMAGE CENTROIDS

The SALT Science Working Group asked the PFIS Principal Investigator, Dr Ken Nordsieck, to
investigate the effect that the SALT moving pupil might have on science calibrations of the instrument.
This is an extract from the summary of his report (Nordsieck 2001):

Summary
The SALT presents an unusual challenge to scientific calibration because the illumination of the
telescope pupil changes during an observation as the portion of the primary that illuminates the
tracker moves off the centre line of the mirror. To calibrate optical effects due to this pupil effect, it is
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planned to allow the simulation of a scientific observation during daytime calibration observations
using the moving baffle at the SAC exit pupil (the PFIS entrance pupil), run at higher than real-time
rates. A question which must be answered is where the calibration screen must be located to
adequately provide for this simulation. If it is located at the SAC exit pupil, the effects of SAC
vignetting will not be simulated; if it is located earlier in the beam, it is not at a pupil, and it is
inconveniently located. This document describes an analysis of one aspect of calibration, that of
image motion (mainly wavelength calibration) for PFIS. The analysis computed the motion of the
image centroid at the detector for a slitless observation, as a function of field angle and tracker
position, for the actual telescope/SAC, and compares this with a uniformly illuminated SAC entrance
pupil with a moving baffle at the appropriate positions.  We find image motion of up to 15_m for the
actual SAC, which is a strong function of wavelength and a weak function of field angle. A calibration
screen with a 40% linear central obstruction reproduces this apparent motion to within about 3_m. We
believe this is adequate, since this 3_m residual calibration error may be modelled as a function of
field angle and track position, certainly allowing a final correction to better than 1_m, which is
comparable to the unavoidable errors from slit guiding. 1_m at the largest PFIS diffraction angle (i.e.
resolution) corresponds to 0.4 km s-1.

The results are not surprising given the experience reported by Gary Hill for the HET LRS, where the
reported good imaging quality of the instrument (EE(50) <0.25”) helps in reducing velocity errors. The
conclusions of the analysis above supports the use of a calibration screen at, or near, the SAC exit
pupil for wavelength calibrations. As available space at the exit pupil position is limited, the moving
baffle (and fixed SAC stray light baffle) and calibration screen will likely have to be moved ~20mm
towards the SAC to accommodate them within the payload. This is unlikely to have any major effect,
and the above conclusions will still hold.

With the hole in M3 now also being considered as a possible place for a calibration system (screen or
concentrator), this analysis on image centroids will have to be repeated for this position, which Ken
Nordsieck has agreed to in the next month or so.
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